THE SWIVEL™ PIPE CAP KIT CAN HANDLE ANY TWIST OR TURN YOUR SLOPED TERRAIN HAS TO OFFER

SunModo has added the Swivel Pipe Cap to its expanding SunTurf® Ground Mount PV racking system.

Installing solar arrays on an undulating hillside terrain is no longer a problem thanks to the Swivel Pipe Cap Kit. This pivoting pipe cap saves time and money by eliminating the need to grade the land before installing the PV array on sloped terrain. The Swivel Pipe Cap Kit, a part of the SunTurf system, can accommodate terrains up to 27% slope east-west and 120% slope north-south.

The Swivel Pipe Cap Kit (K10373-001) is a robust aluminum design with stainless steel hardware and integrated bonding for safety.

The solar array can now follow the east-west contour of the land, thus providing the highest possible output through increased density.

Features & Benefits:
• Accommodate terrains up to 27% slope east-west and 120% slope north-south.
• Heavy-duty aluminum construction.
• 3/8 stainless steel hardware with integrated bonding provided in every pipe cap.
• Eliminates the need to grade the land.